Class 01
4-H Market Goats

Ribbon Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor Name

Club or Chapter

Ear Tag

Champion 4-H Market Goat

Blue

1

85

Reed Redell

Wenatchee Heights 4-H

23

Reserve Champion 4-H Market Goat

Blue

2

38

Sam Gates

Wenatchee Heights 4-H

21

Reason
While this goat appears to have a smaller structure in him he has the
most product to his carcass in this class. I would like to widen his base
width and add more to his hip. This kid is a very commendable
exhibition.
This kid has clearly been well taken care of and fed properly. This kid
could use more condition on him to surpass the kid in front of him. I
would also like to clean up his top line to make a more appealing profile
and allow him to hold more meat.

Class 02
FFA Market Goats

Ribbon Placing

VSS
ID

Exhibitor Name

Club or Chapter

Ear Tag

Reason

Champion FFA Market Goat

Blue

1

44

Esme Martinez

Cashmere FFA

37

This is a very impressive goat as it carries plenty of shape over the top
and is a well structured. It has an appropriate finish and will make a
good carcass.

Reserve Champion FFA Market Goat

Blue

2

43

Gillian Darnell

Cashmere FFA

36

The kid in second place falls short to the class winner in carcass mass
but has a strong skeleton to support what it has the capability of doing.
This is a very well put together goat.

Blue

3

67

Tiernan Davis

Chelan FFA

26

This goat is a fine exhibition of muscling. while he is too green to put
any higher in a the class it would make a fine carcass with a few more
days on feed.

Blue

4

42

Jalynn Darnell

Cashmere FFA

35

This kid is very structurally correct, however it is the smallest, least
conditioned goat which sorts him to last place. I feel that with more
growth this kid would have been a strong contender today.

